
18 September 2008

10:00 - 11:30

Date and Location -------------------------

James, John , Giuseppe, Ronald, Joanna, Steve Traylen, Gilles, Emir, Dusan

Attendees ---------------------------------

Subject -------------------------------------

______________________________________________________________________________

ACTION:  James - find effort for probe database.
1. Minutes

No change on document.
2. Deliverable

Problems with stability. - a combination of bugs
ACTION: Send links to messaging system docs
ACTION: Send description of bugs that kill broker.

3. Milestones
   a. Messaging server

   b. multi-level monitoring
     * yaim configures Nagios and also a separate NRPE node for the local checks.  Probes with tests on 
64bit and location of libraries.
     * sgutils.pm needs a fix to handle 64 bit libraries - we'll try this now.
     * MyProxy - there's a patch in certification which allows you to add the extra fields in YAIM for 
trusted receivers.

○ We now have 3 installations of multi-site version - Spain, Scotland, CE.  Italy will join and monitor 
3-4 sites too

     * Tutorial - show install of 3 nodes - MyProxy, Nagios + NRPE.  Show the build up in complexity.  The 
show how to diagnose problems and disable tests, and enable notification.

ACTION : Find someone for initial talk in tutorial on general Nagios - a volunter - Ronald !
ACTION: Emir to send a link.

4. Meetings - EGEE'08
There will be an OAT F2F in RAL , Friday 5th December

Q : What are the main issues we see
What are internal milestones on document + other communications

  a. presentation at SA1 managers meeting (Tue)

This is a general overview of the OAT
  b. presentation in main SA1 track (Thur)

5. Accounting update - visit of accounting developer to CERN 
    No feedback.  Still need to discuss internally in RAL.
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    No feedback.  Still need to discuss internally in RAL.
  Christina will be in Istanbul - we can discuss it directly.

6. Metrics document (SLA Portal)
   Maite has passed on MSA1.3 (https://edms.cern.ch/document/926921/1.2).  OAT will be responsible 
for determining where each metric is gathered from.  We will have an initial discussion, and try and 
work out what is available/missing during the F2F at EGEE'08.  Also what overlap this would be with a 
'SLA Portal'.

We'll have a look and regroup on Monday.

7. AOB
  Topics for F2F 
    - Metrics + SLA Portal. 
    - How we address security issues in our work - testing site security.  Can we address this problem ?  
Invite Romain.
   -  Brainstorming on alarming - Tie between Nagios+ SAM  - alarm escalation. Ask Cyril…
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